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Mic Stands

PRO Series

TOUR Series

LIVE Series

CUSTOM Series

CLASSIC Series

STUDIO Series

ULTI-BOOM Series

TOPPER Series

Customize Your Mic 

in Two Ways!

Transform any mic stand (US 

thread) into a personality-

driven microphone rig that 

drips with character by simply 

adding a Custom Mic Stand 

Topper to the top of it!

With
this!

Replace
this...

One-handed 
height 

adjustment!

Remove Live 
Series Mic 
Stand Clutch

Replace with 
Custom Mic 
Stand Topper

Adjust Stand Height 
By Squeezing Top-
per Clutch

When placed on an Ultimate Support Live 

Series mic stand, the Custom Mic Stand 

Topper becomes a one-hand clutch that lets 

you adjust the height of your microphone 

with a quick, simple squeeze!

OR
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Ultimate Support Custom Mic Toppers feature detailed, 

themed designs that are intended to showcase the 

personality of singers from every walk of life. Transform 

your boring mic stand into a personality-driven mic rig 

that drips with flair by simply adding a Custom Mic 

Topper to the top of it! While the Custom Mic Topper 

looks great and works fine on any mic stand (US thread), 

when placed on a Live Series mic stand from Ultimate 

Support, the Custom Mic Topper becomes a one-hand 

clutch that lets you adjust the height of your microphone 

with a quick, simple squeeze!
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TOPPER SERIES Customize Your Mic Rig
Are you ready to add a little personality to your mic rig? 
Put any one of the Custom Mic Toppers from Ultimate 
Support on top of your favorite mic stand (together with 
your mic clip and microphone), and you’re ready to 
display your personality to the world through your voice, 
performance, and mic rig!

What’s Your Personality?
From tough to classic, tragic to destructive, your mic 
stand can now be an extension of who you are as a 
singer and an artist. Transform your boring mic stand 
into a personality-driven mic rig that drips with flair. 
Regardless your personality, there’s a Custom Mic Stand 
Topper to match!

Plays Nice with Any Mic Stand - Even 
Better with Live Series 
You can display your personality on any mic stand with 
any of the Custom Mic Topper (US thread). However, when 
placed on a Live Series mic stand from Ultimate Support, 
the Custom Mic Topper becomes a one-hand clutch that 
lets you adjust the height of your microphone with a 
quick, simple squeeze!

Take It With You
You can leave your Custom Mic Topper on your mic stand 
or toss it in your gig bag at the end of the night. Custom 
Mic Toppers are made from die-cast aluminum so they’re 
rugged enough to take whatever you throw at them.

Works on ANY 
mic stand (US 
thread) with 
included adapter

SEE BACK FOR MORE DETAILS

SEE BACK FOR MORE DETAILS

Made from  
die-cast 
aluminum  
for durability

Replace the clutch 
of your Ultimate 
Support Live Series 
mic stand without 
losing one-hand 
height adjustability

Custom Mic Topper For Use 

with Any Mic Stand (US Thread) 

and One-hand Microphone 

Stand Clutch For Use with Live 

Series Mic Stands

“Thank you, thank you, thank 
you for being a great company.”
Justin K., CA

Customer Quote:
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OR

One-handed 
height 
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Replace
this...

With
this!
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